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redsidential communit se Studies/Research on relationship between open space and C 
Thesis Statement 
Hong Kong is one of the high-density cities in the world and its housing typologies have been 
continuing to develop for providing enough living units with adequate daylight and natural ven-
tilation for the population. However, are there any problems in existing high-rise cruciform? 
In such a high-density environment, open space is very important for us to take a deep breath 
and extend our daily life activities. This is especially important for the community in public 
housing. However, the open spaces in current public housing estate are just determined by the 
building regulations. These open spaces typologies are changed from three-dimensional inter-
action to two-dimensional plane. They are also too far away from our living units and difficult 
to be used by the residents. 
Due to the high-density and limited land in Hong Kong, a three-dimensional open space net-
work is essential for our city. When we can bring the population upwards, we can also bring 
the open space upwards for the residents in order to encourage the community life that close 
to our living units. Instead of multiplying the living units up to 40th floors and leaving a large 
portion of ground floor open space to meet with the density, the new typology of high-density 
public housing should design with the exterior. This open space network should include differ-
ent hierarchy of open spaces in terms of its scale, privacy, accessibility and its relationship with 
city and housing community. 
Housing, Density and Open Space 
Hong Kong is one of the high-density cities in the world. How can Hong Kong citizens have sufficient living place in this high-density 
city? The plot ratio of residential development can be ranged from 5 to 10 in the urban area. In order to provide enough living units 
with high quality living space and adequate daylight and natural ventilation for the population, Hong Kong housing typologies have 
been continuing to develop for better solutions. 
Cruciform is the most common typology of public housing in Hong Kong. It is the result of Building Planning Regulations in Hong 
Kong. These regulations concern about the plot ratio, site coverage, lighting and ventilation of the habitable spaces. Plot ratio is a 
measure of the admissable density on site, the maxium number of built-up square meters. Site coverage indicates the maximum 
percentage of land to be developed. The regulations on lighting and ventilation control the planning and the dimension of the dwell-
ing units, for example, the depth of the rooms inside the units. ( i l l u s t r a t i o n s a r e e x t r a c t e d f r o m f a r m a x , m v r d v ) 





I f plot ratio is 10, this mean that the maxium gloss floor area is ter 
times of the site area. Hoever, there are no open space on G/F for. 
buildin like this. 
To 
block. 
G/F, living units must be drawn upwards. 






There is less circulation in 4 towers than in 1 slab. There 
are more G/F open space left in the 4 towers planning. 
Optimasation of the plan with more smaller apartments and with 
more frontage. 
Placing the 5th tower to reach the plot ratio: 10 in the site and 
optimasation of the plan with more frontages. 
Is the existing cruciform and high-rise living in Hong Kong providing a good living quality for our life? Although the crcuiform can 
provide various types of dwelling unit with adequate prescribed windows, there are still some problems on the living community and 
the relationship between the residents and open space. In the present high-density and high-rise developments, all the living units 
are pulled upwards to free up the ground floor open space, but there are almost no relationship between living units and the sur-
rounding ground floor open spaces. Although there every unit can share a great piece of open space on ground floor in the same 
environment, residents may need to go down from their living units on 30/F to share the same open space on ground level and they 
cannot really enjoy an open space close to their dwelling units at the same time. 
What are the relationships between living units and the open space in crcuiform and high-rise residential towers? What is the role of open space in these high-density public housing development? From the floor 





High-density living in urban area has its advantages. More people 
can get the opportunties to live in an environment that close to 
the city facilitates such as the shopping mall, main cultural centre 
and their working place. It also prevents the eating up of valu-
able agricultural land. 
''the centre of things attracts because it is the center of things" 
William Whyte, The Form of Housing 
On the other hands, as we are living in such a high-density city, 
it is very important that we have well-developed open space sys-
tem/netwo k which are closely related to our living environment 
for us to take a deep breath. This is especially important for peo-
ple who are living in public housing. As lower-class citizens may 
be forced to live in their small flat or some of them may be living 
alone more depend on the community life, then open space net-
work outside their flats which can help them to relieve from their 
conjested living area and to extend their living area will be very 
important. 
Since the destroying fire in Shek Kip Mei, 1953, the Hong Kong Housing Authority had put a lot of effort to supply and improve the 
quality public housing units for the poor. The building typologies of Hong Kong Public Housing have been changed a lot in order to 
provide sufficient dwelling units for the lower-class citizens. From the Shek Kip Mei Estate (1950's) to Tin Shui Estate (1990's), the 
building typologies have been changed in term of building height, circulation and dwelling units organization, internal layout of the 
dwelling units and the relationship between dwelling units and the open spaces. 
1970s 
Nagh Tau Kok Estate 
Residential Blocks are arranged with 
little connections with the surround-
ings while creating courtyard type of 
open spaces by the building blocks 
themselves. 
Open Space on G/F: 7 0 % 
Open space/Uni t : 5 .9 m 2 
Open space/person: 1 .7 m 2 
Plot ratio: 3 . 1 
Open space/residential area: 1 8 % 
Living units wi thout partit ions 
Living units with balcony 
Open spaces can be defined by the 
building blocks which can enhance 
the ambience of a communi ty . 
Open space is surrounding by living 
un i t s which enhance the relationship 
between living units and open space. 
Enclosed Corridor became the public 
space for social life on each levels. 
Every units have its own open space 
-balcony. 
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Wah Fu Estate 
Residential Blocks are not arranged 
to form a kind of urban fabric. The 
open spaces are privatized by each 
tower block. 
Open Space on G/F: 7 6 % 
Open space/Unit : 11 .0 m 2 
Open space/person: 3 . 2 m 2 
Plot ratio: 4 . 5 
Open space/residential area: 1 6 % 
Open space on every levels 
Living units with balcony 
The open spaces can be divided into 
2 types: self-contained and more 
public open space surrounding the 
blocks. 
The public corroridors and platforms 
surrounding the central courtyard 
provide another type of open spaces 
which are more close to the living 
units. The balcony of each units and 
the public corridor outside can create 
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15-storeys 23-storeys 
contained 'island" itself without 
fabric-like connection with the sur-
roundings and wel l -planned open 
spaces. 
Open Space on G/F: 7 4 % 
Open space/Unit : 14 .5 m 2 
Open space/person: 4 , 5 m 2 
Plot ratio: 5 . 0 
Open space/residential a rea : 1 5 % 
Various type of internal layout for 
living units. 
There are no public spaces on each 
levels. And there are no relationship 
between the living units and the 
open spaces. The open space are not 
related to Human Scale. 
Tin Shui Estate 
The housing estate became a se l f -
Shek Kip Mei Estate 
Residential Blocks are arranged in a 
Way that open space can form a 
unique fabric connect wih the sur-
roundings. 
Open space on G/F: 6 3 % 
Open space/Unit : 8 . 3 m 2 
Open space/person: 1 .6 m 2 
Plot ratio: 2 . 2 
Open space/residential area: 2 8 % 
Living units without partitions 
Open space on every levels 
Al though there are not much open 
space on G/F, there are open space 
On each levels provided by the open 
corridor. 
Open space is more close to Human 
Scale and the Living Units. T h e open 
corridor and central courtyard en-




Mei Lam Estate 
The housing estate became a se l f -
contained "island" itself without 
fabric-l ike connection with the sur-
roundings and wel l -planned open 
spaces. 
Open Space on G/F: 7 7 % 
Open space/Unit : 11 .7 m 2 
Open space/person: 5 . 2 m 2 
Plot ratio: 3 .4 
Open space/residential area: 2 2 % 
Living units connected by internal 
corridor. 
Enclosed Corridor became the public 
space for social life on each levels. 
But there are no relationship be-
tween the living units and the open 
spaces. The open space are not re-
lated to Human Scale. 






Open Space in Public Housing Development 
Although there are m o r e g round f loor open space (abou t 7 5 % g round f loor open space can be prov ided even in h igh plot rat io deve lopmen t ) can be 
prov ided by improved p lann ings in the deve lopmen t of publ ic housing, the qua l i ty of open spaces become more unre la ted to h u m a n scale and dwel l ing 
units. Actually, there are different typologies of open space in the public housing development. Although it can provide dwelling units with better quality 
in Tin Shui Estate, the relationship between dwelling units and open space has disappeared. Open space can also serve as an extension of living room 
in Shek Kip Mei Estate or Wah Fu Estate, but open space can only serve for a large group of community in Tin Shui Estate. Why open spaces can take 
place on all the surface of Shek Kip Mei Estate while they can only take place on ground level in Tin Shui Estate? Is there any limitations on develop-
ment of open space character in high-density public housing? 
c 
Open space surround the dwelling units and take 
place on all levels in a housing estate. The central 
open space between two blocks are framed by open 
space on multiple levels just outside the dwelling 
units. Cross-interaction of the comunity can take 
place in different open 
Open space take place o ground floor only but the 
central open space is framed by the residential blocks. 
The activities of the dwelling units are expressed on 
the facade and giving life to the open space. 
Open space take place on all the 
internal surface of the residential 
blocks and act as a self-contained 
system within the blocks. 
Open space take place on ground floor only and 
have less relationship with the dwelling units. 
Also, the open space cannot be framed by resi-
dential buildings. 
‘/v 
Tin Shui Wai Estate - The 
residential towers cannot form 
different scale and hierarcy of 
open space for the community. 
Open space is just the result 
quantitative requirment on 
building seperation and the 
plot ratio. Although there are 
large open spaces with well-
designed landscape, they are 
not lack of human scale and 
ey have no connections with 
the city. So that, the growth of 
community life or local identity 
are very difficult in this hous-
ifig area. 
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The maximum for angle c = 71.5 degree 
If Plot Ratio is 10, the maximum site coverage al-
lowed is 40%. 60% open space la for light and 
ventilation, and also recreation facilitates. 
Quantitative Open Space in Hong Kong Public Housing 
In Hong Kong, the relationship between open spaces and housing is mainly governed by "Factors". The open space system in a public housing com-
munity is just the result of required seperation between buildings. And the open space left in a particular site is determined by the plot ratio. The open 
space design is not based on the community needs, human scale and connections with the urban fabric. There is a lack of d i f ferent scale and hierarchy 
of open space and usual ly, a large piece of publ ic open space w i th design landscape on g round f loor is t he resul t . 
Open Space, Community and Density in Public Housing 
Modern Public Housing Development in England 
Before 1950 the p lann ing of h igh -dens i t y hous ing esta te in England was focused on the scient i f ic d e m a n d on sun- l igh t . For instance, s t r ic t o r ien ta t ion 
was the first'principle: a block should be aligned from north to south and the sun should determine the orientation of houses, not the street. For Gro-
pius open space served to let the maxium of light into the flats. At a constant ratio of inhabitants to site area, going higher with the buildings would 
reduce the number of of buildings and would thus allow a reduced light angle - and permit more sunny ground between the blocks. As a result, open 
ground space is more important than most other ame/i/t/es" according the Gropius. 
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London: Finsbury MBC, Brunswick Close (Percival Street), planned 1957, designed by Jo-
s h Emberton. The taggering of slab blocks provides extra light. 
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A geometrical demonstration of the advantages of flats over houses 
more light and more green areas. 
1 well as of the advantages of building high: 
Sheffield CBC: Park Hill Part One, 
planned from 193, completed 1959 
designed by J.L.Womersley with 
Jack Lynn and Ivor Smith; early 
stage of the plan, showing part of 
section, as well as sketches of the 
private balcony and of some of the 
public spaces. 
Open Space as foci, nodes or urban grain with a connective network in 
housing community contribute to "cluster". 
IN 
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Open Space, Community and Density in Public Housing 
Modern Public Housing Development in England 
Around 1950 , "Social Problems" became the most difficulty in high-density housing development in England. "A house is not just a machine for sup-
plying those material services", wrote Rattray Taylor. Also, Lional Brett said, "town design is not a science but an art". We should use the healthy word 
c o m m u n i t y instead of estate fo a living e n v i r o n m e n t . There was p rob lems of social life in a h igh-dens i ty "point tower". For a community, the most ele-
mentary stipulation was to avoid monotony. The Dudley Report demanded that every centre of a neighbourhood should form a " comprehens ib le entity' 
and should possess "indivdual c twacter ' . 
A very i m p o r t a n t concern was size. Smal lness was a lways an advan tage , "p rov id ing a compara t i ve ly smal l un i t in wh ich the ind iv idua l wi l l inev i tab ly be 
impel led t owards ne ighbour ly a t t i t udes and act ions. " As a result, t he new Urbanity and Townscape Movement was also t o demand a reduc t ion in the 
size of open space, publ ic space. Hence, " d e n s i t y " could now be used in t w o oppos ing ways : to ca lcu late fac tors wh ich per ta in chief ly to the inside of 
the dwe l l ing , or as a gu ide to des ign the areas outs ide the dwel l ing and w i th the uses of the space be tween the dwel l ings. The ear l ie r k inds of calcula-
t ions of h igh -dens i t y had resu l ted in w ide open spaces; the new emphas is on h igh dens i ty concerned i tself w i t h smal le r k inds of spaces be tween the 
bui ld ings. 
Later on, i t was t h e concerning of t he size and shape of c o m m u n i t y subd iv is ion , so t h a t t h e housing project wi l l illustrate w i t h a number of collaged-in 
groups of people, engaged in an intense, though unspecified, kind of communication. In 1955 , the Smithsons decided that "cluster" was the best term 
for " exp ress i on " in hous ing . A n o t h e r w o r d s fo r c lus ter are "aggrega t ion " , " f oc i " or "nodes" . "C lus ter " , a t e r m der ived f r o m Kelvin Lynch, means " t h e ex-
pression of a un i t o f natura l aggregat ion" . Or "U rban Grain", ano the r t e r m also der ived f r o m Lynch, mean ig much the same as Townscape. Above are 
also the new ca tchwords and me tapho rs help ing " t o create an image of an in tegra ted c o m m u n i t y " at t h a t t ime . 
''Cluster City: A New Shape for the Community" announced in the Architectural Review in 1957. 
According to Smithsons, t he re are no t on ly "nodes ' , no t on ly points where the re is in te rac t ion , bu t these points are l inked by a ne twork , 
spontaneous and not in any way schematic and geometric. In the sixties, John Voelcker summed up the contribution of the Smithsons: 
ity, G row th and Change, Iden t i t y " . Also, ou ts ide and inside spaces could i n te rpene t ra te . 




Open Space, Community and Density in Public Housing 
Cluster Development 
The concept "Cluster" was used in many high-density housing projects afterwards not only in England, but in Amsterdam also. The cluster can be 
formed by slab blocks of housing apartments or even by modules of individual apartments such as the project habitiat by Moshe Safdie. 
Development plan of Bijlmremeer, Amsterdam, 
1952-1971 (clusters formed by slab blocks) 
Habitation, Rochester Habitat, 
1970s (clusters formed by residential modules) 
Development plan and block 1 of Venserpolder, Amsterdam, 
1982-1986 (clusters formed by one enclosed residential blocks) 
13 
''Throughout history the shape of cities hs been strongly influenced by 
preferences and habits in housing. As a corollary, the relationships be-
tween houses, the way they fit together to make neighborhoods and the 
way they inter-relate with other urban activities has determined the qual-
ity of city life." 
Donn Logan, Housing and Urbanism 
Is the existing cruciform and high-rise typology in public housing 
our own way of living? Can the neighborhoods inter-relate with 
other urban activities and determine the quality of city life in the 
cruciform development? 
Is there another way to re-organize the open space and residen-
tial units in our city for the future high-density development? 
How can we search for a new typology for public housing which 
is focus on the open space network with limited open space on 
ground level and enhancing the relationship between open space 
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Role of Open Space In Public Housing - Qualitative Role 
Mega-Scale 
- the orgaization of residential buildings will have 
implication or contribution to the public urban / 
open space. 
Meso-Scale 
- the orgaization of residential buildings will form 
large or small open space for the residents. 
Micro-Scale 
”the semi-private/private open space in which have 
close relationship with the flats such as the open 
corridor just outside the flat or the balcony for each 
unit which can form an extension of the living room 
or faciliate ventilation. 
15 
Frontage for Views, Air and Light 
- t o treat open space as void to provide frontage 
for views, air and light. 
voids to create surface for the dwelling 
unit to get views, air and light 
Porosity for the Urban Fabric 
- i t is a measure of surface coverage/open space 
distribution in a three dimensional way in order to 
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Porous of high-rise residential buildings can 
allow cross-ventilation for the whole urban fabric. 
16 
Role of Open Space in Public Housing - Quantitative Role 
study of Open Space System in Chinese Village 
Community Open Space for daily activities, commercial activities and festival gathering 
. C o m m u n i t y 
Community open space framed by dwelling units 
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Huizhou - Zhanqi Village's main street elevation showing that the frontdoor of each dwelling unit are connected by linear open Daily activities extend to the linear open space from 
dwelling units easily. 
18 
Study of Open Space System in Chinese Village 
Linear Open Space shared by the dwelling units with daily activities or commercial activities 
Huizhou - Zhanqi Village's street system 






I Living Room 
The semi-private front court act as a buffer zone between private indoor 
living room of the dwelling unit and the public outdoor space. Activities 
of indoor living room can extend to outdoor open space gradually. 
oiir nnr i t | 
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Family activities can extend to the semi-private front court. 
Semi-Private front court act as a buffer zone between indoor and 
outdoor. 
Study of Open Space System in Chinese Village 





study of Open Space System in Chinese Village 
Private Open Space inside the dwelling units for daily activities, lighting and ventilation 
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Living Room _: ‘ Private - Living Room 
V ' : Court v 
Private _ Bedroom 
Court v : 
The private open space inside the dwelling units allow natural sun-light 
to penetrate into the rooms and also allow cross-ventilation for the units 
and the village collectively. 
Private open space is the centre of the dwelling units. I t serves all the 
rooms inside the dwelling units to allow penetration of light and air. 
# 
study of Open Space System in Chinese Village 
Different Scale and Privacy of Open Space 
The open space sys tem in Tradi t ion Chinese Vi l lage is an unp lanned, inc rementa l resul t of people l iv ing in the nature . I t is re f lec t ing the natura l need of 
open space for communal activities and getting light and air when people live in a place. In Tradition Chinese Villages, there are different scale and priva-
cy of open spaces which have formed a continuous open space network in the villages. From large public open spaces to small private open space, there 
are different purposes for each open space with different properties. 
Public Open Space: Community Encountering 
Semi-Public Open Space: Residential Encountering 
Semi-Private Open Space: Buffer Zone between Indoor and Outdoor 
Private Open Space: Extension of daily activities to outdoor space and allow access of natural lighting and ventilation 
Increasing Privacy of Open Space 
Public Open Space 
shared by the Community 
Semi-Public Linear Open Space 
-Shared by the dwelling units 
Semi-Private Open Space 
-Front Court 
Private Open Space 
- In terna l Courtyard 
Increasing Scale of Open Space 
21 
Dwelling with "Set-Backs" for Residential Quarters. There are gardens and parks with garage and tennis-court everywhere. 8 5 % of the ground is open space. The densiity of population is 120 persons to the 
Each dwelling unit contains a two-story living room with adjacent terrence for ventilation and extension of living room. 
22 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Le Corbusier - A City for Three Million People, 1922 
Le Corbusier mentioned that, “ We are fond of the crowd 
and the crush because we are human beings and like to live 
in groups. In such a town as I have outlined, with a denser 
population than that of any existing cities, there would be 
ample provision and opportunity for close human contact." 
1) designed for moderate-cost dwellings, extended around 
the superblock periphery to enclose a large central garden. 
2) designed for luxurious flats, embodied a continuous slab 
sited within landscape grounds, and creating a linear pattern 
of setbacks separated from, but overlaying the street grid. 
In Le Corbusier's planning, each dwelling unit contains a two 
story living room with adjacent terrace which implies anoth-
er scale of open space in the unit for residents. Beside the 
large open "park" for the whole community, each dwelling 
unit has its own "private open space" for achieving adequate 
sunlight and cross-ventilation in their home. 
In Le Corbusier's planning, open space can be seen as a 
private park bounded by the residential blocks and a private 
open space serve as an extension of the living room even in 
high-rise living. 
Central open space 
nded by resiential blocks balcony 
Living I 
Residential blocks form the privatized open space for 
residents and they also contribute to periphery urban 
Living room can extend to open space even in high-
rise by providing balcony for each dwelling units. 
Balcony also act as the private open space for each 
units. 
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In order to provide a living environment in high-rise which 
can similar to the low-rise apartment, there were differ-
ent levels of public open space which can support different 
activities in Unite d'Habitation. The column structure on 
ground floor free up a large open space under the building. 
On the other hands, there are "sky-street" on the middle 
level of the building which can serve as another type of 
open/public space for the residents. On the roof top level, 
there are kindergarten, swimming pool and playgrounds for 
the children. 
This is the residential block that can incorporate public open 
space on multiple levels and provide private open space for 
every dwelling units so as to proof that residents can still 
enjoy public and private open space in a high-rise housing 
block. 
No. of dwelling units: 337 
No of storeys: 12 
Type of dwelling unit: 23 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Le Corbusier - Unite d'Habitation, Marseilles, 1952 
Unite d'Habitation in Marseilles was a giant, twelve-story 
apartment block for 1.600 people. I t was the late modern 
counterpart of the mass housing schemes of the 1920s, sim-
ilarly built to alleviate a severe postwar housing shortage. 
Although the building is only rectangular slab block, there 
were twenty-three different apartment configurations that 
can provide to acccommodate single persons and families as 
large as ten, nearly all with double-height living rooms and 
the deep balconies for lighting and ventilation that form the 
major external feature. 
•‘ • Ground Floor open space under the building block 
23 
living rooms and the deep balconies 
units are connected by a double-loai 
ion when the flat open their front do 
tilation by having deep balconies on 




Almost every units with double-height 
lighting and ventilation. And the living 
corridor, which can allow cross ventilat 
Every L-shape unit can have cross-ven 
both size, the depth of the unit spread 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Le Corbusier - Unite d'Habitation, Marseilles, 1952 
In Unite d'Habitation, private and public open spaces can 
be intergrated into one slab block building. There are cross 
ventilation on ground level and within the living units. The 
balconies on both side of the slab block can be seen as ex-
tension of a room and they also enhance the permeability of 
the solid slab block. 
,'balcony I . Living 1 
The balconies on both end of the slab block can make the solid 
room to become a large void and allow cross-ventilation for 
the units and the city. 
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L-Shape apartments 
organization to create 
double-height living room 
Service Corridor 
''Sky-Shopping Arcade" 
Internal Corridor connecting 
units on double level 
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Entrance and Open 




Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Kazuyo Sejima - Gifu Public Housing, 1996 
In Oder to left more open space on ground level, this fold-
ed linear public housing slab block is located peripherally 
on the sites. The building are long and narrow to facilitate 
cross-ventilation in the hot humid summers. The entire 
floor is raised on pilotis to allow access to the interior of the 
site from any direction. The dwellings are entered via ac-
cess balconies reaching every level along the north faces. 
Punched-out "window-gaps" at intervals in the access balco-
nies relieve the elevations, while providing private terraces 
for individual dwellings. Within the rigid cross-wall construc-
tion, with minimal span - one room module corresponding 
to the axis grid - a multitude of almost identical room cells 
has been produced while a remarkable range of 30 differ-
ent dwelling layouts over ten storeys has been achieved by 
combining these modules in an apparently random fashion. 
One half of the dwelling units are provided with double-sto-
rey livning room and eah dwelling is provided with at least 
one traditional Japanese room, one bedroom, a kitchen and 
a terrace. 
With a plot ratio 7.6, the building is an sucessful example 
for high-density living while every units can enjoy a private 
open space. 
Site area: 3 4 , 6 4 2 m 2 
Building area on g/ f : 1320m2 
Site coverage: 3 . 8 % 
Total reisdential floor area: 9 9 8 2 m 2 
Plot Ratio: 7.6 
No. of floor: 10 
No. of dwelling units: 170 
Type of dwelling unit: 30 
Density: 6 8 1 inhabitants/ha 
The thin slab building block with "window-gap 
25 
lation for the dwelling units and also the city 
Double storey living 
Cross-Ventilation for urban context 
Cross-Ventilation for the dwelling units 
Public access corridor 
Internal access corridor in the dwelling unit 
dwelling unit 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Kazuyo Sejima - Gifu Public Housing, 1996 
One of the important concept in this public housing block is 
the terrence. The terrace, which is the most open part of the 
plan, includes a laundry space that leads through from the 
living room. The links between inside and outside are op-
posite to the traditional conception of the plan. The private 
open space is no longer the extension of a room only, it is 
one of the room in the dwelling units. As the dwelling units 
are accessed by a single-loaded corridor, every rooms can 
have cross-ventilation, so that the terrence rooms serve as 
the cross-ventilation system for the whole city fabric. On the 
other hand, there is a new order between the private open 
space and the living room or bedroom. 
On the other hand, Sejima tried to merge the boundaries 
between inside and outside, public and private. This can be 
observed through the placement of the washbasin, at the 
south side of the flat in the internal access corridor connect-
ing all the rooms while facing a large front window. "Stand-
ing in front of it feels like you are standing in front of the 
whole world (opposite is also the slab block of residential 
units. Washing your face used to be done behind closed 
doors. The activity is now in full view and brought to public." 
Another envident is the direct public access of each room in 
a dwelling units which can give family members' freedom of 
movement. 
Terrence as an independent room in a dwelling unit. There is a new 
order between indoor and outdoor space in a unit. 
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30 different dwelling layouts over ten storeys has been achieved by 
combining modules in differeny ways 
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Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Kazuhiro Kojima - 50% Porous: Space Blocks Hanoi Model, 2003 
An experimental housing complex built in Hanoi, with the 
subject theme “ development of a model for high-density 
residential quarter with low emission properties in a climate 
of high temperature and high humidity." The low-rise archi-
tecture has 4 floors, and is the basic unit making up for a 
compact city where residential density of 1000 inhabitants/ 
ha is expected to be realized without relying on any conven-
tional air-conditioning. 
Hanoi 36th street district was targeted as the virtual site 
at the beginning. The area has a vibrabt charm, character-
ized by the extremely elongated p _ n g ( 2 . 5 wide, 70-80m 
deep) and a low street ratio. The residential density is high, 
with 1000 inhabitants/ha. The building are double or triple 
storied.Kazuhiro Kojima has put up a "porou" space using a 
design method called "space block" which emphasis on ven-
tilation and shade into the site. 
The first floor is designed for accomadating either SOHO's oi 
a housing complex(17m2/resident) for 6 families(30 resi-
dents) with private rooms for the elderly. The 50% porous 
can be proofed to provide excellent ventilation and on the 
other hands, living activities of the residents can continue 
into this semi-outdoor space. 
Density: 1000 inhabitants/ha 
Site plan( orginal planned site) 
Living Room A,' 
‘ I common 
, . ,bpen space 
A complex indoor and outdoor relationship has been 
formed in order to form a continuous network of open 
space for cross-ventilation. The boundaries between 
inside and outside has been merged and there are no 
specific order between indoor room and open space in 
one dwelling unit. 
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lation and heat flow. Open spaces are not only seen on 2D plan, they can be developed 
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Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Kazuhiro Kojima - 50% Porous: Space Blocks Hanoi Model, 2003 
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Site plan (realized) 
12.6m level 
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The entire project includes six housing blocks from various 
architects, accomodating 2000 dwellings of high urban den-
sity. The ground floor pedestal building - containing vari-
ous retail and community spaces - is sliced through by an 
S-shaped, meandering promenade and provides the base 
construction for the housing blocks above. The first building 
phase of 420 dwellings, by Riken Tamamoto, include three 
housing blocks; one lO-storey block and two 14-storey 
blocks of reinforced concrete framework construction. 
The facade are broken up by two storey "communal void" 
inserted ina seemingly random manner. They provide com-
munal areas for the residents and serve also as light and 
ventilation sources for the corridors which function as inter-
nal streetscapes. These voids can also increase the perme-
ability of the block buildings and allow cross-ventilation for 
the city. The apartments are accessed from both sides of 
these corridors via large-scale glazed facades. As transition 
zones between the public corridors and the private dwell-
ings, small communal office spaces have been provided. 
Site area: 9,221m2 
Total reisdential floor 
Plot Ratio: 5.4 
No. of floor: 10-14 
No. of dwelling units: 
50,095m2 
420 
Type of dwelling unit: more than 
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The dwelling units are connected by a central corridor. Two-storey communal space in the corridor tp allow access of light 
and air into the corridor, so the central corridor can become a semi-open space. There are foyers at the entrance of every 
units to provide a semi-open space next to the central corridor. 
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There is linear open space network on every levels which includes 
public open spaces and semi-public/semi-open spaces. 
There are interaction between c 
different levels and the central 
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Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Riken Yamamoto & Field Shop - Shinonome Canal Court, First Phase, 2003 
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First Floor Plan Second Floor Plan 
Ramps approach each dwelling from the north. Each is completely isolated from its neighbors by walls. Residents must 
pass through the inner court before entering their dwellings. The overall planning ensure each dwelling .unit can have a 
private garde. 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Rem Koolhaas - Nexus World, Fukuoka, 1991 
There were six architects participated in the project. Arata 
Isozaki was the overall producer. Rem Koolhaas was respon-
sible for 24 independent, 3-story dwellings ,12 each in two 
site which are next to each other. The design reflects the 
architect's long-held interest in a kind of composite dwell-
ing that is neither a cooperative nor a collection of single-
family houses. From the design stage, the heights of these 
buildings were restricted. Distinctive black-concrete external 
walls imitate the massive stoneworks of Japanese castles. 
They create an enclosed plan and ensure privacy by block-
ing sight lines from the Twin Towers on the other part of the 
site. Ramps approach each dwelling from the north. Each is 
completely isolated from its neighbors by walls. Rising ver-
tically, the dwelling surrounds its own inner garden space, 
which admits light and breezes into an otherwise enclosed 
environment. 
Dwellings are of 2 types: maisonettes with a 3-story open 
zone and apartments with a 2-level terrace. A private rock 
garden and entrance foyer are on the first story, bedrooms 
are on the second and dining rooms are on the third. A 
steep staircase connecting the 3 stories reveals different 
situations at different levels. 
Although this housing complex is not serving for a high den-
sity living, it illustrates the interlocking and complex rela-
tionship between different open space within a dwelling unit. 
Site area: 3 , 4 7 1 m 2 
Building area: 2 ,055m2 
Total reisdential floor area: 5 ,764m2 
Site coverage: 5 9 . 2 % 
Plot Ratio: 2.8 
No. of floor: 3 
No. of dwelling units: 24 
Type of dwelling unit: 2 
Density: 276 inhabitants/ha 
I Floor Plan 
Living Room/Dining I 
KKZ 
First Floor Plan 
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There are different level of open space with different degree of 
privacy in the unit. We reach different open space in a se-
quence inside the dwelling. From the inner court to the balco-
py, the privacy of open space increases while these spaces are 
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Third Floor Plan 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Rem Koolhaas - Nexus World, Fukuoka, 1991 
Inner Court Living I 
Inner court of the dwelling acts as a semi-private 
before the residents enter their home. 
/ .'Vlving 1 
Inner Court •‘ Bed 
\Living Room: 
Inner Cour t : 
Inner court acts as a central open space which is serving all 
the rooms inside the unit and allow penetrate of light and air 
into all the rooms of a unit. We can by-pass the inner court 
first when we enter the dwelling, then we can enjoy the view 
of the inner court in the upper bedroom or living room again. 
Living room can extend to the roof terrace which have a closer 
relationship with the inner court. 
'^less public); 
Inner Court 
: (most public) ' 
Innsr Court (most 
d 
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Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Moshe Safdie - Habitat '67, 1964-67 
Habitat was the major theme exhibition of the 1967 Mon-
treal World Exposition. As a demonstration, the project 
pioneered the design and construction of prefabricated 
housing. As an urban building type, Habitat sought to mix 
residential, commercial and institutional uses to create a 
more vitual neighbourhood, and to provide the amenities of 
the single-family home in a form adaptable to high densi-
ties and constrained budgets. It consists of 354 modular 
construction units making up 158 houses. The houses vary 
in size from one bedroom , 57 square metres to four bed-
room, 160 square metres house. Each dwelling in Habitat is 
a seperate houses, recognisable in space, whether on the 
second or the 12th floor. Houses at all levels are accessed 
by outdoor pedestrian streets that widen into play areas for 
children at numerous places throughout the building. Verti-
cal circulation is by three elevator cores. The elevators stop 
every four floors, serving the horizontal pedestrian streets. 
Access to the houses is directly off the horizontal pedestrian 
streets, sometimes being one level above or below the walk-
way. The streets are continuous through the project. 
With views in three directions, each of the 15 different 
house types opens out to at least one large garden with irri-
gated planters on the roof of the box below. The duplication 
of walls, ceiling and floors in adjacent dwellings provides 
acoustical privacy. 
Habitat 67 is a three-dimensional space structure in which 
all the parts of the building participate as load-bearing 
members. 
No. of dwelling units: 158 
Type of dwelling unit: 15 
McGill. University thesis sketch, 1961 
Showing the idea of modular housing providing everyone 
private garden 
IP jmsilJ 
Type of housing blocks 
1 
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B Conditions of housing blocks 
Integration of blocks and conditions 
Boundary between building and city extinguished 
Site Plan of the Exhibition 
H H j M ^ ^ ^ H H H H B ^ g ^ g r ' ' .•• 
Successive disintegration of a building penetrated by streets and squares. The project of Habitat 67 has shown the idea of introduc-
ing "in-between" space in high-density living. Open space exist in three-dimensional way and close to our dwellings. 
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Perspective section through ground level parking, pedes-
trian deck, pedestrian streets, residences and roof garden 
Plan and section of unit with three terrace 
Axonometric of unit cluster, 
th pedestrian street 
close to the units 
Site section showing that the mountain slopes of houses with optimum orientation. "Housing was 
accommodated in inclined membrances rising thirty levels in the air, sheltering the public space, 
with shops, theatres, and other public facilitates below." 
33 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 




Plan of dwelling unit with 
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Pedestrian Streets for connecting the housing units and providing communication 
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Site Plan showing the clusters of open space. ^ ^ i i t f 
Section showing the sloped residential cluster which is sheltering the 
open space in-between. 
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Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Moshe Safdie - Rochester Habitat 
Rochester Habitat is to be a residential community for fami-
lies with low and moderate incomes. The site is approxi-
mately 30 acres divided into three sections along the Gene-
see River in the Third Ward Renewal Project, Rochester, New 
York. 
A series of internal service roads, linked to the major city 
street at four locations, lead directly to the parking facili-
ties. Pedestrian paths never cross this network on grade. 
Instead, pedestrians use a walkway one and one-half floors 
above the parking level. This walk runs continuously through 
the entire site, linking all the dwelling units, shopping, and 
community facilities. In the taller clusters, there are addi-
tional walkways every second floor which give access to the 
dwellings themselves. 
The living spaces open out to a terrace through sliding 
glass doors. A sloped roof element allows greater height 
in the living room and provide a view of the upper floor 
volume(which is the bedroom area). 
This project has shown the modular dwellings can form clus-
ter of open space within the site. The open space is shel-
tered by the sloped dwelling units. 
Ground floor access level with private garden. Every e 
trance of the unit is protected by a semi-private open 
space. 
Third floor, access to upper units. Every entrance of the 
unit is protected by a sem private open space which is 
connected to the pedestrian path. 
Typical Plans of south tower showing that the maisonettes are organised around a double-height central space that extends to 
outdoor terraced garden - an external counterpart to the interior living area. 
The Ardmore Hanitat condominiums are situated in the 
heart of downtown Singapore, adjacent to a major boule-
vard. The project consistes of two 17-storey towers of verti-
cally stacked units with terraces. 
The design sought to provide amenities simliar to 
Habitat '67 on a constricted downtown site zoned for ver-
tical massing. Both towers consist of alternating flats and 
two-storey apartments opening on to a large outdoor gar-
den with a swimming pool and squash courts. 
The maisonettes are organised around a double-height cen-
tral space that extends to an outdoor terraced garden - an 
external counterpart to the interior living area. 
The project has shown that the idea of giving every units a 
garden in Habitat '67 can also be established in a high-rise 
apartments. 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 









Three bedrooms unit: entrance upper level 
Four bedrooms unit: entrance level and upper level 
Section showing interlocking of basic units and there is 
continuous variation of interior space. The bedrooms ca 
have a view to the double-height terrace. 
o 
T 
The concept of double-height terrace in order to protect the liv-
ing areas from sun and rain, abd provide nourishment the plants 
need. Such units can be stacked one aboce the other in an inter-
locking pattern - so that each apartment is a breeze-way running 
from east to west. The idea begins from the Boyce Houses. 
Section showing the interlock of 
3,4,5 and 6 bedroom units. 
This is one of the example showing that double-height ter-
race can also take place at highrise. In oder to preserve 
the palatial old bungalow that occupied the site, the design 
developed in the form of a high-rise tower, consisting of 32 
luxury apartments, varying in size from 3 to 6 bedrooms 
each. 
The building is square in plan, 21m x 21m, and 85m high 
- thus forming a tower with width height proportion of 1:4. 
The basic interlock is of a 3-bedroom and a 4-bedroom unit, 
with larger apartments formed by adding an extra half-level 
of bedrooms. Thus, as can been seen in the section, there is 
a continuous variation in the internal spaces - which are ex-
pressed in the elevations formed by the shear walls on the 
north and south faces of the building. 
Along the east and west faces, each apartment is protected 
by a zone of verandahs and bathrooms - and also by the 
large terrace garden, which form the focus of the whole 
department. Because of the orientation of the tower, there is 
a continuous cross ventilation, throughout the year - espe-
cially on the terrace gardens which are a true extraordinary 
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There are "in-between" spaces inside the home and children playing indoor as they are outsides. 
D i a g r a m of o p e n space and I n - b e t w e e n space n e t w o r k 
private open space 
low 10 year-old 
children's department 
Public Entrance Open Space 
Semi-private open space for public 
programs 
Private open space for bedroom 
Internal Street as in-between 
space to connect all the programs 
Above 10 year-old 
children's department 




Interlocking open space of the entry 
and exit place 
Chilldren enter and leave their home through a transition ope square 
The building is a house within a framework of certain gener-
ality. I t provides a home for approx. 125 children of all ages, 
between a few months and 20 years, who have no other 
home. The project shows the diversity through unity form. 
The dispersed complex pattern formed by the various units, 
which are drawn together by imposing a single structural 
and constructional idiom. 
The idea of this home for children, was to persuade it to be-
come both "house" and "city"; a city-like house, and a house 
like city. The children enter and leave their home through a 
large open square which act as a transition between inside 
and outside world. The grouping of all programs in the home 
is by no means a restrictive hierarchy, for all departments, 
service spaces and rooms for special actvities give onto a 
larger interior street in such a way as to invite children to 
mis and move from one department to another. The archi-
tect tried to articulate the transition by means of defined 
in-between places which induce simultaneious awareness of 
what is significant on either side. The interior street act as 
an intermediary place, where child's behaviour and move-
ment in it to remain as vigorous as they are outside. 
Case Study on Housing, Density and Open Space 
Aldo Van Eyck - Orphanage, Amstelveenseweg, Amsterdam, 1955-60 
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Open Space Typologies 
An analysis of open space typologies 
in Traditional Chinese Village and 
Modern High-Density Housing 
Public Community 
Chinese Village 
Public Community open space 
framed by residential blocks in 
Le Corbusier, "The Contemporay 
City". 
Public Community open space 
framed by residential blocks in 
Le Corbusier, "The Contemporay 
City". 
Public Community open space 
framed by residential modules in 
Rochester Habitat Moshe Safdie. 
Semi-Public Linear open space in 
Chinese Village 
Semi-Public Linear open space on 
the mid-level in Unite d'Habitation, 
Le Corbusier. 
Semi-Public Linear open space on 
every levels of the Shinonome Ca-
nal Court, Riken Yamamoto. 
Interaction between the multi-levels 
semhpublic linear open space and 
the ground floor community open 
space in the Shinonome Canal Court. 
Semi-Private open space 
-Front Court in Chinese Village 
Semi-Open Spaces enclosed by glass 
doors act as the front court in the 
Shinonome Canal Court. 
SemhPrivate open space next to the 
entrance acts as an front court in 
Fukuoka Housing, Rem Koolhaas, 
Semi-Private open space recessed 
from the public corridor act as a buf-
fer zone before entering the flat in 
Rochester Habitat, Moshe Safdie. 
_ 
Private open space 
- Internal Courtyard in Chinese Village 
Private open space as Balcony as an 
extension of living room, e.g in Unite 
d'Habitation, Le Corbusier. 
Private open space one of the roo 
in a unit in Gifu Housing, Kazuyo 
Sejima. 
Private open space shared by all 
rooms of a unit and with an inter-
locking private open space system in 
Fukuoka Housing, Rem Koolhaas. 
Private open space with double-
height(terrace) can be shared by living 
room and bedrooms at the same time 
in Kanchanjunga, Charles Correa. 
Vertical Rarest Distance 
to Public Open Space 
132m 
Gifu Public Housing - Kazuyo Sejima 
Vertical and Horizontal route to public open spaces. Public 
open spaces can be accessed within short distance(just out-
side the unit immediately) and various points of access be-










5.9m Access to public oper 
spate from various 
points of a unit. 
Horizontal Farest Distance Vertical rarest Distance 
to Public Open Space 30m to Public Open Space 52m 
Shinonome Canal Court - Riken Yamamoto 
Vertical and Horizontal route to public open spaces. Public 
open spaces can be accessed within 30m. Various acess point 
to public open spaces by the vertical route. 
Visual connection 
between public and 
private open spaces 
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Np visual connection be-
tween rooms of the unit 
cind its private open space 
Gifu Public Housing - Kazuyo Sejima 
Private open space as a room inside the unit. There are no 
visual connection between rooms of the unit and Its private open 
space. However, there are visual connection between public and pri-
vate open spaces. 
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Habitat 67 - Moshe Safdie 
Private open spaces as terraces, more than 
access to or have visual connections with the open spaces. 
There are interactions between different private open spaces 
of a unit. 
Gifu Public Housing - Kazuyo Sejima 
The urban strategy is to free up the ground floor space for 
public flow. On the other hands, the thin slab block is placed 
at the peripherally of the site so as to free up more ground 
floor open spaces. The form of the slab block create open 
space connect with city and enclose community open space 
for the residents. 
f 
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Habitat 67 - Moshe Safdie 
urban strategy is to extinguish the boundaries between 
residential building and the city. The open space with housing 
community also form a connection with the city. 
Unite d'Habitation - Le Corbusier 
The urban strategy is to free up the ground floor space for 
public flow. 
Cruciform in Hong Kong Public Housing 
Only one vertical route to travel from dwelling units to ground 
floor Open Space. 
Unite d'Habitation - Le Corbusier 
Private Open space-balconies, for living room and bedrooms 
independently. Open spaces can be viewed from the rooms. 
Urban Strategies Relationship between Public Open Spaces and 
Dwelling Units 
Relationship between Private Open Spaces 
and Dwelling Units 
Comparison of Modern High-Density Housing 
.'Vf'v 
Qualification of Density" by Open Space Network 
High Density Living in Hong Kong and Medieval City 
''High density is desirable not only because of economic considerations but also for more satisfactory aesthetic and human background which it will 
provide.“ 
Tower Block, Modern Public Housing in England 
Everybody believe that it is a high-density living environment in Hong Kong. I t is true that if we consider ''density" in terms of the to-
tal residential floor area built on a particular site only. However, does the ''high-density living environment" mean more in our city? If 
we compare the Tin Shui Estate with the medieval city such as Siena, of course more people can live in Tin Shui Estate for the same 
site area, but does it mean that poeple in Siena are living in a lower-density environment? In the medieval city, the aesthetic of den-
sity was built up by natural aggregation of dwelling units to form hierarcy of open space in the town. The dense medieval fabric of 
Siena was organized around the Piazza de Campo forming narrow street network before entering the large open space. The density 
was built up on the ground level and giving a unique open space experience for human. In Hong Kong, the density is pull towards 
the sky, we cannot enjoy the quality of high-density living in the city actually. 
If comparing the Tin Shui Estate with Siena in the 
same scale, which one has higher-density living 
environment? 
Medieval City has a higher-density life on the 
ground level and more intensive open space 
network. All the dwellings have close relationship 
with each other by the connective open space 
network. 
"Density" can become an aesthetic factor for 
medieval city. The densely-packed dwelling units 
help to create hierarcy of open space in the city. 
How about "density" in Hong Kong? Populations 
are pull upwards in Hong Kong, people are iso-
lated from the city in their dwelling units. Even 
within the housing estate, the ope space is lack 
of human scale and hierarchy as in the medieval 
city. It seems that we are totally isolated from the 
city if we live in this kind of housing estate. 
Hong Kong Public Housing Estate - Tin Shui Estate Italy Medieval City - Siena 
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Qualification of ''Density" by Open Space Network 
Open Space Network and City Formation in Medieval City 
In Medieval City, there are harmony amony the forms of open space and fabrics. The open spaces are linked through a network. The 
width of streets entering a plaza was pinched, or the opennings were spanned with a portal. Adjacent roads were diverted to spread 
the effect of their opening entering the square, or they were joined to enter the plaza as a single opening. The scale of space forms 
in the city reflects in some measure the degree of participation a people enjoyed in thrit civic affairs. A monumental quality was ob-
tained thriugh the juxtaposition of small and large spaces, the contrast between the shape of forms and the rhythn of voids and 
solids. The formation of the city was based on the scale and hierarchy of open space in the city which formed a continuous open 
space network. ‘ 
Conceptual Diagram of Open Space 
Network in Medieval City 
In Medieval City, the central open space is 
thp most important place for public gath-
ring. I t induced the open space network 
in the city. District blocks or dwelling units 
Usually densely-packed to form routes to 
the central open space. There was a open 
space network with hierarchy of pedes-
t ian and public space in the city. 
Italy Medieval City - Venice 
Campo di. s_ manna 
Typical district of medieval city would include a 
central "campo" or open space and a network of 
canals and pedestrian streets. 
Piazza of S. Marco 
Open space in front of the S.Marco Cathedral 
and Doge's Palaces are formed by the district 
blocks. 
Italy Medieval City - Florence Italy Medieval CitySiena 
City centre of Florence 
Major public open space was structured around 
the Dumo and the Piazza della Signoria. 
Topography of Siena 
The city fabric was arranged according to the topogra-
phy. The intersection of three towns form the Piazza de 
Campo. 
Typical Block of Florence 
Houses were densely packed along a grid street 
netwo k. 
The dense medieval fabric of the city was organized 
around the Piazza de Campo and the roads led along 
the three ridges. 
41 
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Then can the residential buildings occupy more ground floor 
space in the site while providing open space on mult levels to 
form a open space network for the public and the residents? 
The change will not only enhance the community life and also 
the cross-ventilation for the dwelling units and the city fabric. 
42 
I f we want to provide cross ventilation for the dwelling units, 
open space must be provided on every levels which maybe in 
the form of single-loaded corridor or private terrence. Concep-
tually, we can make use of the void between the towers and 
create open space in the high-rise living environment which 
can facilitate cross-ventilation of the city and the dwelling units 
while bringing the open space close to our life. However, open 
space network for the public maybe more difficult to form in the 
high-rise living. 
The cruciform towers are placed with great seperation in order to 
provide adequate openings and space for access of light and air to 
the dwelling units. However, there are no cross-ventilation for the 
dwelling units in this crcuiform housing typology actually and the 
relationship between open space and dwelling units is limited. Also, 
there are no intimate-level of community life or community life with 
different scale. 
High Density Living, Ground and the Open Space Network 
''Ground elatedness is the other major determinate of form by increased densities. It is perferable to have as many units on the ground as possible to 
allow for transitional spaces, controlled play, and gardening-elements common to the house.“ 
Sam Davis, The Form of Housing 
When the ground in hong kong is limited and we are bringing the living space upwards, we can also bring the open space upwards or 
in a more three-dimensional way in order to enhance the ''ground elatedness" of our dwelling units. Open space cannot be treated 
as land remained on ground level only. We should bring open space to different levels in the housing development, so that a three 
dimensional open space network can be formed both for the public and the residents. 
Housing/ Density and Open Space 


















the coloured areas 
tions. 
regarded as high density zones for residential de-
In the high-density regions of Hong Kong, most of the urban fabric were de-
veloped in "Grid" structure. Among these areas, the continuous grid pattern 
from Cheung Sha Wan to Yau Ma Tei is the most dominant fabric. The new 
typology for public housing will be experimented in this region so that the 
new typology will be more significant for our city. 
High Density Zone in Hong Kong 
Plot Ratio in high-density development of Hong Kong 
According to the Residential Density Guidelines from the planning department, 
velopment in Hong Kong as these are the sites with high accessibility to rail sta 
The Maximum Plot Ratio for: 
Private Housing development: 10 
Public Housing development: 7 
The average Plot Ratio fo r Public Housing 
Deve lopment is 5 to 7 in h igh-dens i t y zones. 
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Re-generation of existing Public Housing Estate 
Experimental Site in the dense urban fabric 
Site of existing Public Housing Estate will be chosen to 
set-up some cond i tons such as the si te boundary , s i te 
area and the density. The existing population size, plot 
ratio, site coverage or the open space character will 
also be studied for searchig for the new housing typol-
ogy which will focus on the open space network. 
So Uk Estate 
-According to the government, it is one of the public 
housing estate that wHI start to be cleared in 2008. 
- I t is one of the public housing estates with experi-
mental potential connecting with the old fabric of "Grid" 
from Cheung Sha Wan to Yau Ma Tei. 
- S o Uk Estate is situating on a slope, the open space 
embodies a topography character. The estate is con-
nected with the highway on the highest side and con-
nected with the old fabric at the bottom of the slope. 
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Site Area: 77067 m2 
Plot Ratio: 3.26 
Ground Floor Open Space: 70% 
Population Size: 16194 person 
Total no. of Unit: 5315 
\ 
Open Spaces and Topography in So Uk 
The open spaces in So Uk is sub-divided into smaller 
piece by the topography. Also, there are some quality 
of open spaces in the estate. Some small open spaces 
are formed by the residential blocks at the boundary 
of the estate so as to connect with the urban fabric. 
The ambience of open spaces is enhanced by comer-
cial activities and close relationship with the residential 
blocks. There are also muitple-levels interaction due to 
the building typology and topography. 
Can these kinds of open space quality be included in the 
new typology of housing in the experimential site? 
Orginal Plan of So Uk Estate (1 :3000) 
open space with activities/for leisure 
)ace as drrculation 
Coutyard-type 
Section So Uk 
Open space surrounded by open corridor with 
daily life on upper levels and shops on ground 
floor. The open space serve as an connection 
with urban fabric while remaning a certain de-
gree of privacy by level difference from the 
street. 
Open space surrounded by living units. The 
enclosure of the space form a courtyard-type 
open space. 
Open space are intergrated into the 
building. Open space take place on 
different levels and may interact 
with each other due to the typog-







Housing Estate Office 
Welfare/Community Facilitates 
Educational 
c U i j Carpark 
Programmatic Studies of So Uk 
In So Uk Estate, there are other supporting ^ 
programmes such as retails, welfare facili-
tates...etc. These programmes are integrated 
in the residential buildings. Retails are placed 
at the perimeter of the site so as to react with 
the city. 
Hypothesis on the new density for So Uk 
From the studies of density of recent public hous-
ing estate in the Shum Shui Po and Cheung Sha 
Wan region, the average dens i ty for new publ ic 
housing es ta te in th is reg ion wi l l be de te rm ined 
as 5. 
Assumption: 1) Plot Ratio = 5 
2) Typical plan of cruciform which have floor area 1025 m2 will be used 
3) Towers will have 40th floors so as to minimize the site coverage. 
In order to achieve the plot ratio 5, 10 towers with 40th floors will be needed. 
(According to the Residential Density Guidelines from the planning 
department, The average Plot Ratio for Public Housing Development 
is 5 to 7 in high-density 
uu, V.,, Estate (1993) 
’ i l ’ \ / Plot Ratio = 4.9 
Fortune Estate (2001) 
Plot Ratio = 4.7 
Site Area: 77067 m2 
Open Space on Ground Floor: 66817 m2 (86.7% site coverage 
Ratio of total residential floor area to open space: 4 :1 
Open Space on dwelling units level: 0 m2 
Private Open Space: 0 m2 
Total No. of Dwelling Units: 8000 
Ground Floor Open Space per dwelling units: 8.3m2 
Neighborhood Density: 20 units/floor 
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Typical plan of cruciform which have 
floor area 1025 m2 will be used 
Fu Cheung Estate (2001) 
1 :3000 
If thirteen towers are placed on the site, the characteristic of 
the site topography cannot be integrated into the community 
and the residential buildings. The tower forms do not encour-
age the public to enjoy the hillside landscape. Can we bring 
our units close to the natural topography of open space? 
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Access to public open 
space from various points 
of a unit. 
Gifu Public Housing - K a z u y o Sejima 
Vertical and Horizontal route to public open spaces. Public open spaces 
can be accessed within short distance (just outside the unit immediately) 
d various points of access between unit and public open spaces. 
a - i i i i ^ 
Horizontal Fa rest Distance 
to Public Open Space 30m 
Shinonome Canal Court - Riken Yamamoto 
Vertical and Horizontal route to public open 
can be accessed within 30m. Various acess 
by the vertical route. 
D Vertical Rarest 
to Public Open Sp 
spaces. Public open 
point to public open 
“ “ ] 
r M n.60% Open Space 
Resulted Great Seperatlon between 
dwelling units and open space. 
The maximum distance between 
the dwelling units and open space 
Is 132m for 40th floors residential 
towers. 
a:b = 1:6 
The maximum for angle c 71 .5 degree 
Case Studies of Modern High-Density Housing 
I f Plot Ratio is 10, the maximum site cov-
erage allowed is 4 0 % . 6 0 % open 
large for light and ventilation, 
recreation facilitates. 
Only one vertical route to travel 
from dwelling units to ground 
floor Open Space 
€ - \ , 
Tin Shui Estate 
Problems of open space in existing public housing: 
1) Difficult to access the open spaces from our living units. 
2) Open Spaces are greately seperated from our living units. 
3) Open Spaces and residential buildings are designed as two discrete element. 
4) Open Spaces are not forming a continuous network with the urban fabric. 
b -
Accesssibility of Open Spaces in Public Housing 
Relationship between Public Open Spaces and Dwelling Units 
In current Hong Kong situation, the relationship between open spaces and housing is mainly governed by "Factors". The open space system in a public 
housing community is just the result of required seperation between buildings. And the open space left in a particular site is determined by the plot ratio. 
Usually, a large piece of publ ic open space w i t h des igned landscape on g round f loor is t he resul t . 
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Exploration of the Design Strategy 
The three-dimensional Open Space Network should consider the following qualities 
1) Accessibility to Public Open Space from dwelling units. 
2) Provision of Open Spaces at different Scale and Privacy 
3) Open Spaces as a Continuous Network(on different levels) 
4) Open Spaces in Public Housing can form a continuous fabric with city 
Mass of the required residential floor area, (each slab is the mass for 2 floors in which the 
Sub-division of the mass to modules in the size of space block in Honai model which has 51 
al residential floor area requires.5 floors) 
void for lighting and ventilation. 
Organization of the space block modules 
in the site to fullfill the density and cre-
ating open space network wit hierarchy. 
Other options of re-organization of the residen- \ 
tial massing and open space \ k 
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Development from Main Open Space Framework 
1. Main Community Space fo Public/ Residential Life where will be the venue for main largest community 
gather ing or festival gathering. 
2. Main Path which will act as the main connection with the city. It may embody the street activites/ scale in the 
city. It will not directly connect with 
the main community space so as to have two pubilc open space with different character completely. 
3. Alley/side streets ( Semi-Public) which connect to residential cluster and the main path. It act as the main 
cirrculation space for the residents. 
4. Medium scale Cluster Open Space scattered to the residential cluster for smaller group resident's gathering. 
5. Small scale open space ( Semi-Private) which is close to our flat for neighbourhood encountering. 
6. Private Open Space inside every units for extension of interior activities to exterior and access of light and air. 
Development of Residential Massing from Unit 
By combination of the dwelling units in the way like 
Honai Model to form semi-public community open 
space, semi-private entrance open space and private 
open space. The plot ratio in Honai Model is 1.7, so 
it is important to study how can this model fullfill the 
plot ratio 3.5 for the residential floor area. 
> 
Study of the Honai Model 
Semi-Public Open Space for 
the residential communi-
ty which are formed by the 
dwelling units and with a close 
relationship with the units. 
Private open space 
dwelling units 
for the 
Study of combination of Honai Model 
Development of Residential Modules with the size of "Island" 
Taking the Width of the Island in the Grid 
Fabric as reference of the modules, so that 
the scale of public housing can be based on 
the scale of the city. 
Based on the main open space framework 
set before, combining different modules/ 
modules with variatons in the site to form 
a connective open space network. 
Layering of Open Space 
Ol_Ground Floor "Courtyard" type Open Space 
02_Roof Terrace Open Space Network 
03—Sky Garden 
Ground Floor 
. P.T/X'^PjtX Courtyard Open Space 
55 
Residential Modules are connected with each other in the site 
Spiking the blocks and rising up to allow cross-ventilation 
for the internal-courtyard 
p r ^ ' 
Public Open Space Flow from City to Housing Com mm unity 
Study of Modules of Residential Massing and 
Community Open Space Network 
After addition of the main open 
space framework, the new den-
sity is equal to 6. 5 for a mod-. 
ule. 
In the case of all are blocks with 
single-loaded corridor. 
Composition of 4-stories block 
and 24-stories block. Low-rise 
block form courtyard itself. Open 
Space Netwrok only take place 
on one level. 
Open Space can form network at 
high - level too. Sky-garden be-
come connective roof terrace. 
Composition of 4-stories block 
and 27-stories block. The mod-
ule is open-ended, so as to form 
different combination with other 
modules. 
High -rise and middle-rise com-
position for natural lighting . 














Courtyard House + Slab Block 
A) Courtyard House 
Maxium 3-story for natural diffuse lighting. 
Every unit can access to sem priave landscape di-
rectly from their unit. And the open space network 
can also take place in the courtyard houses by the 
continuous flow of three-story courtyard space. 
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B) Slab Block 
"Transformation of internalized cirrculation space 
to Open Space" 
"Community Open Space with passive ventilation 
will be integrated with the lift core on every three-story 
so as to form an accessible open space network" 
. " O p e n Corridor 
Recessed Entrance 
Living Unit 
Private Open Space 
Courtyard House + Slab Block 
Problems: 
1) some courtyard houses 
the high-rise slab blocks. 
shaded from south sunlight by 
2) The scale of 40th floor high-rise slab-blocks have a big con-
trast with the site 
1) s o m e c o u r t y a r d h o u s e s a r e s h a d 
ed f r o m s o u t h sun l igh t by t h e h igh 
rise s lab blocks. 
2 ) T h e scale of 4 0 t h f loor h igh - r i se 
s lab -b locks h a v e a big con t ras t w i t h 




Sub-Division of the Site according to the surrounding Grid Fabric 
Design the Open Space f r a m w o r k f r o m the 
Urban Fabric, the connect ions and sub-d iv i -
sion of s i te is based on the scale of the sur -
round ing is land. 
Extension of al leys f rom the city fabric, 
N o r t h - S o u t h or ienta t ion to faci l i tate the unit 
layout . 
Sub-div is ion of the site to form 4 5 x 4 5 m 2 
modules to faci l i tate m o v e m e n t and l ight-
ing. 
Open Space Ne twork f o r m e d by organiza-
t ion of resident ia l modules . 
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Lowering two sides of the block to allow 
diffuse light go into the courtyard. This 
may form other courtyard space in the 
combination with other modules. 
Combination of 22-stories double-loaded 
and 5-8 stories single-loaded low-rise 
housing. Higher efficiency in high-rise 
can be achieved and three-diemensional 
open spaces interaction can be achieved 
in the low-rise housing with a 25x20m2 
courtyard. 
Lowering two sides of the block to allow 
diffuse light go into the courtyard. This 
may form other courtyard space in the 
combination with other modules. 
Combination of 25-stories double-load-
ed and 3-6 stories double-loaded low-
rise housing. Higher efficiency can be 
achieved, but the size of centra coutyard 
is reduced. Also, there are less three-di-
mensional open spaces interaction. 
Forming of courtyard to provide frontage 
for the dwelling units, which also create 
a semi-public zone in the open space 
network. However, in order to meet the 
density, 14 stories is required, which 
cannot form a 1:1 courtyard for diffuse 
sunlight. 
Combination of 30-stories towers and 3-
6 stories low-rise housing. Semi-private 
open space networt is more difficult to 
form in the tower. 
50% site coverage will be used for residential 
after setting the main open space framework, 
each 45x45m2 module need to build 10 sto-
ries to meet the Residential Plot Ratio 5. 
Combination of 33-stones single-loaded 
slab block and 3-6 stories double-load-
ed low- r ise hous ing . S i n g l e - l o a d e d cor-
r idor in h i g h - r i s e slab block m a y fac i l ia te 
cross-ventilation and sun orientation, but 
the open space in semi-private corridor 
cannot react with others. 
Modules of Residential Massing and Community Open Space Network 
-Stories 
-Stories with 30 % open space 
lighting and ventilation. 
Max.8 
44m 




Combina t ion which can f o r m a larger cour tyard 
roof t e r race by t h e ta l ler blocks. 
49.5m 
Slope Condi t ion 50m 
loaded corridor Block with single 
21 -Stories 
21 -Stories with 30 % open space 





Three-Dimensional Open Space Network is formed by different layers of Open Spaces 
64 
01—Main Open Space Framework 
Assume all the res ident ia l mass ing are d is t r ibu ted on g round 
cording to the sub-d iv is ion. 
Sub-division of alleys to form 45x45m2 module. Take away several moauies to relieve the main public open space. 
Site coverage for the modules is 5 0 % . 
02a Residential Modules and Open Space formed by individual modules 
Lowering two sides of the block to allow diffuse light go into the courtyard. This may form other courtyard space 
in the combination with other modules with 3 -7 /F Roof Terrace. 
66 
02b_Height Variation of Modules 
45m 
9m 44m 
9m wide street with one side max. 7/F in 
order to create 1:3 street for lighting. 
Seperation between tall side of the mod-
ule ^1:1 for diffuse sunlight 
'development of L-block Module with three different height for 
diffuse sunlight in different combination.“ 
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6/F 4/1 2/1 
3 modules at front 2 modules at front 
"All the 32-storey blocks are 
placed at the back, so that they 
will not block sunlight from the 
site. The 16/24-storey blocks 
help to increase the separation 
between 32-story blocks to fa-
cilitate natural ventilation across 
the fabric.“ 
4 modules at back 3 modules at back 2 modules at back 
03 Combination of different modules 
i J k J U f c i l ' k A 
On each floor, 
Total Floor Area: 1 0 2 5 m 2 
Unit Types: 4 9 m 2 ( 4 ) 
3 7 m 2 ( 1 2 ) 
2 2 m 2 ( 4 ) 
Total no of units: 20 
Residential Area: 7 2 8 m 2 ( 7 0 % ) 
Service Area (including corridor, lift lobby): 3 0 % 
Open Corridor as semi-public open space facing to 
west /north which can facilitate cross-ventilation for 
the residential units and the fabric. 
Sky Gardens which 
may interact with 
each other and roof 
terrace. 
Depth of Unit Plan is less than 9 m for natural lighting 
<9m 
Single-loaded open corridor, openings on both side of the living units 
for cross-ventilation. Open corridor aslo act as an immediate open 
space next to our unit. 
Every two story with a void for cross ventilation of the fabric 
communal open space. 
04 Individual Module 
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All the units are facing to south and east. 








New Open Space Organization at Different Levels 
Condition of Cruciform Towers 
Site Area: 77067m2 
Open Space at Ground Floor: 66817nn2 
86.7% site coverage 
Public Open Space at 
Ground Floor: 38530m2 
50% site coverage 
Total Open Space: 95% 
Semi-Public Open Space at court-
yard level: 10000m2 
13% site coverage 
Semi-Public Open Space at roof ter-
race: 24185m2 










04_Vertical Open Space 01_Entrance Gate and Plaza 
Overall three-dimensional open space network 
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02—Courtyard for each module 03_Inter-connected Roof Terrace 
Site Section 
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Path connecting 4 modules 
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02 semi-public inter-connected roof 
terrace by bridges on 3/f and 7/f. 
03 semirprivate sky gardens in high-
rise slab block 
79 
inter-connected courtyard 
inter-connected roof terrace 
sky gardens in high-rise slab block 
01 semi-public inter-con-
nected courtyard by a central 
path 
Development of the Highest Density Combination with 4 Modules 
In the highest density case, two 32/f are combined with two 16/f in order to allow lighting and ventilation, 
The three-dimensional open space network also appears in the combination of 4 modules in the form of : 
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Ground Floor Plan 
Floor Plans of the 4 Modules 
1 courtyard of each module 
2 central Path connecting 4 modules 
3 communal facilitates supporting each modules 
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3/F Plan 1:500 
Floor Plans of the 4 Modules A-n 
4 courtyard void 
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5/F Plan 1:500 
Floor Plans of the 4 Modules A-n 
4 courtyard void 
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Floor Plans of the 4 Modules A-n 
4 c o u r t y a r d v o i d 
5 roof terrace below 
I 
L3 
Floor Plans of the 4 Modules A-n 
4 courtyard void 
5 roof terrace connected by bridges L-block Plan 1 : 5 0 0 
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Section through Courtyards—section AA 
The semi-private internal courtyards are raised up accordini 
to the topography to enhance the sense of privacy compan 
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Section through Courtyards—section B 
The 4 modules are connected by a central path, so that the 4 
coutyards can be inter-connected. The topography of the site 
create variety of semi-private courtyards. 
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Semi-private open space adjacent to the 
entrance of living units, which is shared 
by 2 units 
void for pipe and maintain the privacy of 
bedrooms adjacent to the corridor 
Floor Plans of the 1 Modules 
Open Corridor as the sem private open space 
for circulation and allow cross ventilation 
All the living units are facing south or north (ex-
cept 2of them are facing north) 
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3/F Plan of one modulel:200 
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